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CHILL SUITE GUARANTEECHILL SUITE GUARANTEE

Full Abdomen

Chin/Submental area

Flanks (lower only)

Upper back (excluding flanks)

Arms

Newtown MediSpa is the first and ONLY practice in

Connecticut to offer patiens a guarantee on their results!

At your consultation, your Coolsculpting provider will

provide you with a customized treatment plan based upon a

full assessment and your goals – this is called a Treatment-to-

Transformation plan. She will then review your plan, pricing,

financing options, and the option to participate in our "Chill

Suite" Guarantee.

The Chill Suite Guarantee requires the patient to commit to

the full assessment and recommendation of "total

applications" for one "area" of Coolsculpting per below:

Although rare, if you do not see a visible reduction in fat

(pinchable fat) over the treated area, Newtown MediSpa will

commit to ONE full re-treatment of Coolsculpting to treated

area.

Inner thighs

Outer thighs

"Bra fat"

Above knees

 Re-treatment to be assessed at 14 weeks post treatment.

There must not be a weight fluctuation (>5 lbs).

ALL appointments for post-procedural evaluation must

be kept. Failure to follow-up will void this guarantee.

Treatment must be fully completed as per provider

consultation, assessment, and plan. If you elect to stop

treatments or to limit the number of applications

prescribed, the guarantee is void.

Not valid on "flash-sales" or "event pricing" UNLESS

patient has full consult with provider and a full treatment

plan is then committed to.

All Coolsculpting treatments prescribed in the plan must

be paid in full at inception.

Payment is due in full at first treatment appointment.
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What to Wear by Treatment Area

Taking accurate before and after

imaging is vitally important part of

tracking your journey. Since this is

a medical procedure, imaging is

required on all Coolsculpting Elite

treatments.

Below is the recommend attire to

wear/bring to your Coolsculpting

Elite appointment that is best for

imaging 

Please do not wear any jewelry to your appointment, including

earrings. Also, if you have long hair, you will need to bring

something to pull it back. If you have birth marks or tattoos,

please let us know if you'd like us to remove them when posting

before and after transformations for marketing purposes.

Abdomen
Women: Wear a dark, solid color sports bra. We will provide you

with disposable shorts.

Men: Imaging will be taken without a shirt and we will provide

you with disposable shorts.

Flanks
Women: We will provide you with disposable strapless bra and

shorts. Imaging for this area requires the entire back to bare.

Men: Imaging will be taken without a shirt and we will provide

you with disposable shorts.

Arms
Women: Wear a dark, solid color sports bra and yoga tights.

Men: Imaging will be taken without a shirt and wear shorts or

sweat pants.

Bra Fat Area
Women: We will provide you with disposable strapless bra.

Chest (men only) or Upper Back
Imaging will be taken without a shirt, full area exposed.

 
Inner Thigh, Outer Thigh, Banana Roll
Women: Wear a dark, solid color swimsuit bottoms (no patterns). 

Men: Wear dark, solid color boxer briefs.

Please wear comfortable, inexpensive, loose clothing to your

appointment. Bring an extra pair of clothing to wear home as gel

pads will be applied with the applicator and will make any

clothing you are wearing during the treatment wet. 

Speak with your primary

care MD about stopping any

medications that thin your

blood as bruising in the

areas of treatment is

possible. If you are unsure

about whether your

medications are blood

thinners please review this

with our providers. Over the

counter medications like

aspirin, anti-inflammatories 

Before your treatment

How do I maximize my treatment results?

Post Treatment Care
We highly recommend using Alastin's TransFORM Body

Treatment pre and post treatment. When used after body-

sculpting treatments, the peptides in this patent-pending

LipoDRONE™ delivery system accelerates the natural

removal of broken-down fat cells while enhancing results.

Follow up matters
You want to see results and so we, so it's important to follow

up like you would any other medical procedure. 
Your personalized Treatment-to-

Transformation plan may include 2 or more

sessions. It's important to complete your

full treatment plan to help you achieve

your desired results.

We will see you at the 5-week mark for

imaging (and re-treatment if you're part of

our "Chill Suite" Guarantee), and again at

14 weeks for final imaging.

Healthy Habits
Weight gain will prevent you from appreciating your full results.

Maintaining a healthy diet and exercise routine after your

procedure can help prevent this. If you are eating more calories

than you are burning off through normal activity and exercise,

the extra calories will be stored as fat in other locations in your

body. This is the perfect time to evaluate your eating and

exercise habits and to make changes if merited to optimize your

result. 

and fish oil supplements may also exacerbate bruising and

should be discontinued.


